RESTORE THE MUSIC UK
FUNDING MUSIC. FUNDING LIFE.
RESTORE THE MUSIC UK is a low overhead/high impact charity which is addressing the
systemic inequality in the level of music provision in state schools, specifically those in
areas of high socio-economic deprivation. Now in its 5th year, the sustained growth of the
RTM Capital Grant Programme continues to deliver transformative opportunities &
multiple pathways to all young people, and with it the benefits of social cohesion &
mobility that a levelling up in music education can deliver. The RTM Capital Grant
Programme has so far delivered over £1.3million to schools across London with the
capacity to reach over 70,000 young people.
RESTORE THE MUSIC UK grants offer schools the opportunity to rebuild their music departments, equipping them to enable access
to instruments and tuition for every young person.

WHY FUND MUSIC?
1. Participation in music is central to social, neurological and emotional development and
mental wellbeing.
2. Music education democratises cultural participation, empowers the creation of
individual and cultural capital, and delivers levelling-up opportunities and multiple
pathways otherwise denied through poverty, deprivation and lack of resource.
3. With 15 million jobs at risk of automation in the UK, the focus must now be on subjects
which encourage creativity and teamwork: music, specifically, with its mind-expanding
ability is at the heart of this focus and will be key for future employment opportunities.
4. The creative industries, now worth more than £100 billion to the UK economy, rely
heavily on the creative talent pipeline from schools; but inequality in music provision
created by a sharp decline in funding means this is not an opportunity available to the
majority of students in areas of high deprivation.
RESTORE THE MUSIC UK is changing this bleak picture through private sector funding directly to schools where it is most needed,
enabling the construction and delivery of sustainable music programmes and well resourced music departments. We aim to
re-assert music as the counterbalance to the misery generated by deprivation and austerity and the pathway to social mobility
and cohesion.

TOTAL INVESTMENT… SO FAR
Over £1,300,000 across 26 London boroughs: making music accessible
to 70,000+ kids and opening the gates to the world at large.:
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IMPACT OF OUR GRANT PROGRAMME
Music education, even at the simplest level, encourages students to work collaboratively, to listen to others, to follow complex
structures and to understand nuances of communication and emotion: vital skills required in the modern world with its complex
global challenges and multiple channels for communication and narrative.
A typical RESTORE THE MUSIC UK Grantee School is in an area of high socio-economic deprivation with high levels of Free School
Meals, Pupil Mobility and English as an Additional Language. Music is a lifeline in these schools and for many young people
music will end up as their sole reason for school attendance and graduation.
The RESTORE THE MUSIC UK Capital Grant Programme offers £10,000 to £20,000 awards to help schools reinstate their music dept
as an all-access educational, cultural, and social hub of their institution - ensuring music is a fundamental right for all and
prioritising its place within the educational environment. We have repeatedly witnessed that reinstalling the music dept at the
heart of a school results in a total reinvigoration of the environment, breathing energy back into the institution whilst offering
every student access to a universal language and the opportunity to unlock hidden talents and discover new passions.

CHANGE THE TUNE: FUND MUSIC
WHAT YOUR DONATION CAN PROVIDE
£500:

1x Pearl drum kit.

£1,000: 5x alto saxophones OR 10x clarinets OR 15x electric guitars.
£5,000: A class set of stringed instruments, including: 12x violins, 6x viola, 6x cello
and 1x double bass.
OR 4x band ‘silent’ rehearsal systems, including: 4x Roland Session Mixers
with stands, 4x Roland Go Pianos, 4x microphones, 4x electric guitars, 4x bass guitars, headphones and cables.
£10,000: A full school orchestra, including: 12x violins, 6x viola, 6x cello, 1x double bass, 2x ﬂute, 2x clarinet, 2x oboe,
2x bassoon, 2 x trumpet, 2 x french horn, 2 x trombone and 1 x tuba.

DONATE AT RESTORETHEMUSIC.COM OR CONTACT:
info@restorethemusic.com

@RTMusicUK

@RTMusicUK
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